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A Step Into This Century With Works Written for the Performer



A glaring ﬂaw in the otherwise interesting International Keyboard Institute and Festival, currently at the Mannes College of Music, is its conservative programming, which hardIy looks beyond Rachmaninoff. Still, the festival made up for its timidity on Saturday afternoon when the pianist Jay Gottlieb showed us the newest of the new in a riveting program called «Piano Music of the 21st Century.» The large audience could not have had a better guide. Mr. Gottlieb has devoted a major segment of his career to performing works written for him by composer colleagues.



1980’s. These astoundingly difﬁcuIt works evolve in swirling, restless outbursts of tonally unhinged harmonies, though occasionally there is a fIeeting riff or Iyrical gesture that recalls Debussy, Albeniz or Chopin; you’re not reaIly sure, though it seems so familiar. For aIl their buzzing energy though, the études run on too long, which made the concision of Magnus Lindberg’s volatile, pungent three-minute Étude (2001) ail the more striking.



Though born in New York he has long lived in Paris and is probably not as weil known in town as his twin brother, Gordon Gottlieb, a New York percussionist. Yet Jay Gottlieb’s adventurous brilIiance has been weil documented on a series of valuable recordings, including a recent CD of contemporary works on the Radio France label.



«Étude-Variation» by Gilbert Amy, the senior French composer and Pierre Boulez associate, was like some teeming 21 st-century version of a Liszt Transcendental Étude, as Mr. Gottlieb put it. The Danish composer Poul Ruders’s hyper-fast, incandescent and seemingly impossible «Event Horizon» gave a sense of organic shape to the whirling, essentiaIly atonal coloristic style that Mr. Gottlieb seems to inspire from composers who write for him.



Trained at JuilIiard and Harvard, Mr. Gottlieb considered becoming a composer. But performing won out. Alter working with Nadia Boulanger in Paris, he was drawn into the circle of Messiaen and studied intensively with Messiaen’s wife, the pianist Yvonne Loriod.



There were also fascinating works by Karen Tanaka, Betsy Jolas, Luis de Pablo, Bruno Mantovani and Oscar Strasnoy («Exercices de Latinité,» composed in 2002, a wildly modernistiè apotheosis of, by turns, cha-cha, tango and taranteIla).



On Saturday Mr. Gottlieb presented music by a veritable United Nations of composers (from Denmark, Finland, Japan, Morocco, Argentina and France, among others). Most of these works were written for him while the composers were living in Paris.



The lanky Mr. Gottlieb proved an affable proselytizer for these works in his insightful and witty spoken introductions. But it was beautifuIly colored and technicaIly formidable performances that cIosed the deal. Too bad the institute segregated aIl the contemporary music into one afternoon. But it was some recital.



He cheated just a bit on the «21st century» focus of the program by opening with four études by Maurice Ohana composed in the early
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fair. Step into this 

Gavi di Gavi, Villa Sperina, Piedmont. 60.00 ... Barbera del Monteferrato, Villa Sparina, Piedmont. 57.00. 2015 ... Colheita, Barros, Porto, Portugal 750 ml. 18.00.
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Gottlieb (1991) Experiential canalization of 

ticular developmental history, which, for Kuo, included bio- ...... American Journal of Physiology, .... evolution of language and intelligence in early hominids.
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Gottlieb Lights Camera Action Manual 

THE PREMIER NAME IN PINBALL. LUGHTSCANERAL. FRAGILE. INTRODUCING. SYSTEM 3. Premier. INSTRUCTION MANUAL. Technology ...
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Step-By-Step Guide 

Example: there is a web-design team in your organisation with 8 people. ... g) X:\imagex /compress maximum /capture d: y:\Windows7.wim â€œWindows 7 installâ€�.
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Securing Apache: Step-by-Step 

May 14, 2003 - Before we start securing Apache, we must specify what functionality ... The server must not offer any network services except HTTP: (80/TCP); .... A different method must be used to create a /chroot/httpd/dev/log device, which is also 
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Step-by-Step GuIde .fr 

spring, they mix it into their soil, test to see what amendments, if any, are needed, and the ...... bodies about one-eighth of an inch long. The larvae live in the soil.
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STEP 1 STEP 2 - Etilize 

Move / black mark on the inner bar .... Si ocurriÃ³ algÃºn daÃ±o durante el envÃo, devuelva la unidad completa al lugar de compra para su devoluciÃ³n o reposiciÃ³n.
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Samba Step-by-Step - pingie.debus.free.fr 

Apr 13, 1999 - Getting Samba . .... It is meant to help you get Samba up and running quickly, promise that you will read all the .... hide dot files = No. [public].
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STEP 1 STEP 2 - Etilize 

edge to panel edge. Suggest to keep the distance of 5mm from metal edge to panel edge. Move the black mark to the center position, then tighten the screw “G”.
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South Adams, Adams Central, Jay County at Jay County 

14 avr. 2015 - 200 - Kloepper (SA) 28.03. 3200 - Wellman (JC) 12:30. 1600 R - JC 4:26.94. SP - Free (AC) 31-1.5. D - Free (AC) 89-0. HJ - Wanner (SA) 4-8, ...
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STEP 1 STEP 2 - Etilize 

Remove all wrapping materials, including staples and packaging straps before you start to assemble. â€¢ Do not tighten all screws/bolts until pieces are completely assembled. â€¢ Keep all hardware parts out of children's reach. â€¢ It is recommended 
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Gottlieb (1991) Experiential canalization of 

biology and psychology, The systems view sees individual devel- opment as ... Page 3 ... ture is a call repetition rate of 4 notes/s ~0.5), and for the wood.
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STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 2 STEP 4 - Etilize Content Server 

High Table Side Leg Frame 16209. Adjustable .... Coloque todas las partes laminadas sobre una superficie limpia y uniforme (como un tapete o la alfombra).
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ICND2 SuperLab (Step-by-Step) - Description 

In this lab you will load new configuration files into your pod devices; these files ... your pod number for x and the router number for y in all instructions and ...... configuration you will also see more detail in the crypto pki certificate sectio
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Create Universe step by step - Panda-Sql 

5 Choose tables. âž¢ 6 Create aliases and tables. âž¢ 7 Create joins. âž¢ 8 Create classes and objects. âž¢ 9 Save universe. âž¢ 10 Connect with query module.
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easy step by step guide dbid 4acl 
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Step 0 

art post-internet, post-digital, art en ligne, art internet, art web, net art, ... C'est au sein de l'Open Space que la collection permanente de SERVICES est ... public s'empare de ses Å“uvres, les transforme ainsi que l'Ã©volution dans le temps.
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Scarbee Jay-Bass User's Manual 

slides (in most any speed you could want). â€¢ trills ... The full strings of the bass have been sampled in order to reproduce the timbre changes that occur when you ... and Virtual Instruments as I wanted better sounds to use for my productions.
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Pro Tableau; A Step-by-Step Guide 

relational databases (NoSQL such as MongoDB, Cassandra), R data files, etc. ... Intelligence, Big Data and Analytics technologies such as Hadoop, NoSQL ...
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STEP - Swisspower 

Technologie membranaire pour sÃ©parer le CO2 du mÃ©thane (CH4). Installation .... dans les domaines de la direction et de l'ingÃ©nierie. Pour l'injection dans le ...
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Microsoft VBScript Step by Step eBook 

Creating an ADO Query into Active Directory Step-by-Step Exercises . . . . . . . . . . ..... the vast majority of the cases, the solution is a simple VBScript. In Microsoft ...... notice that the query looks exactly like a regular SQL Server query. T
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STEP #1 

114 West 26th Street. New York, NY ... Cambridge, Ontario N1R8G9 ...... (1310 mm) de largo, 27 1/4 pulgadas (690mm) de ancho y 4 pulgadas (100 mm) de.
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Gloria's Step 

FMaj7. E Maj7 DMaj7. D Maj7. C7 9. Fm7. Em7. FMaj7. Am7 5. Em7 5. Gm7 5. Dm7 5. G7 9. C7 9. E 7 9. A. B. 1. Gloria's Step. Scott LaFaro.
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Into white 

And everything emptying into White. D A E D A E. D A E D A E. D A E . D A E. A simple garden, with acres of sky. D A E . D A E.
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